Abstract-Traditional missile interception often focuses on simplified scenarios such as one-to-one or multi-to-one interception. Recently, battlefield situations pose new difficulties for missile defense systems, which make traditional interception systems inefficient. The problems revolve around two aspects: 1) The guidance law insufficiency (traditional forms PN, DGL/1, and DGL/C); and 2) Resource management insufficiency. This paper fuses game theoretic resource management and a noise level related guidance law to existing missile defense system which is called Differential Game Law Type M (DGL/M). Intensive simulations show that this approach demonstrates improvements over existing methods.
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the missile interception scenario is a one-toone scenario, including one invading missile (with or without maneuvering capability) and one antimissile. Although missiles fly in 3D space, the analyses are mainly focused on 2D planes. This is because it is proved [1] [2] that in missile interception area, 3D analysis can be decomposed into analyses on two perpendicular planes to simplify the analysis. Situations are formulated relative to a reference Line of Sight (LOS), which is the reference direction and will remain fixed during the interception procedure (see Fig.  1 ). In addition, the speeds (invading missile's and antimissile's) along the LOS axis are assumed fixed, thus allowing easy calculation of collision time f t , (the time when the distance between invading missile and antimissile along the LOS direction is zero). In addition, both missiles are modeled as point masses.
The simplest invading missiles are the "pure" long-distance ballistic missiles, where the word "pure" means the ballistic missile has no maneuverability. For such invading missile, as long as launched, the whole flight path is determined and the antimissile can simply aim at a point on the flight path at appropriate time. Since the possible noise distortions and estimation errors, the guidance laws applied by antimissiles are Proportional Navigation (PN) [1, [3] [4] [5] , which was widely used in the missile-versus-aircraft research area.
The PN guidance law is as follows
where u is the command for the antimissile, ' N is the effective navigation ratio (usually values between 3 and 5 are taken), c V is the closing velocity, and .
λ is the LOS rate (the change rate of the angle between current direction from antimissile to invading missile and the initial LOS, see Fig.  1 ). It can be shown that (Eq. 1) is approximately equivalent to the following form, which is derived from linear quadratic optimal control formulation [3] [4] [5] ' ' . 
where go t is the time-to-go (the time between current time t and the collision time f t ), and y is the evader's relative position on the axis perpendicular to the LOS. The PN ZEM in (2) is the calculation approach of Zero Effort Miss (ZEM) distance, which is the predicted final miss distance between the invading missile and the antimissile if no further corrective effort is applied. We will see via the expression in (Eq. 2) and ZEM, that it is easy to develop relationships between traditional PN and newer guidance laws.
Fig. 1 Missile interception illustration
Since "pure" ballistic missiles are easy to intercept, invading missile designers added maneuverability to invading missiles allowing for varying missile inflight path changes. Some Tactical Ballistic Missiles (TBM) [2] have such capabilities. They can maneuver in terminal period (or the "end-game", the final period of the flight of the invading missile) in a random mode. They have shorter flight distances and thus, the search/response time of the antimissile systems is squeezed. Two facts should be noted: 1) Invading missile would apply a random maneuver so that the antimissile could not follow a pre-defined route to intercept them; and 2) Invading missile designers have no interest in imposing too frequent maneuvers for the invading missiles during the flight, for this not only wastes fuel but also could not increase the final miss distances on the average [6] [7] .
The guidance laws applied by antimissiles are still mainly PN. This is because: 1) at this stage the maneuverability (such as lateral acceleration) of antimissile is usually much higher than invading missiles and the maneuvers of invading missiles can be roughly treated in the same way as noises; and 2) advances in estimation and computer technology could partly compensate for the loss of response time.
It should be noted that until recently, the guidance strategies of most existing antimissiles are still heavily based on PN, even the very recent ARROW and PAC-3 antimissile systems [2, [8] [9] . Many ongoing researches are still focused on PN-related topics, such as the Augmented Proportional Navigation (APN) laws [10] , spiraling related laws (here spiraling means a periodic conical pitching and yawing motion) [12] [13] [14] [15] , time-varying effective navigation ratio [11] , etc. These extensions advance PN along different directions and are suitable for different situations.
Experiences over decades prove that PN (and PN-related guidance laws) is simple, easy to use, and efficient when intercepting invading entities with much worse maneuverability than interceptors. Such entities typically include manned aircrafts, old style non-maneuvering longdistance missiles, satellites, space debris, etc. The disadvantages of PN mainly lie in two aspects: 1) It will saturate when go t is too small since the calculated command goes to infinity; and 2) it does not consider other information such as inertias and current accelerations of invading missiles and antimissiles. PN-related guidance laws have the same problems.
Since traditional PN does not consider acceleration information (which might be available via estimation during the interception procedure) and kinematics inertia of invading missiles and antimissiles, some researchers fused Pursuit Evasion (PE) differential game theory [45] [46] to missile interception. Differential PE game theory can find a variety of applications including criminal pursuing situations, collision avoiding designs in transportation systems, space debris tracking and collection, and other related areas. In typical PE games, pursuer(s) wish to capture evader(s), while evader(s) try to avoid capture. For a pursuer-evader pair, if at some point in time the distance between the pursuer and evader is less than some unit distance, the pursuer captures the evader. If the evader avoids this range forever, the evader wins.
Such PE consideration models the invading missile as the evader (E) and the antimissile as the pursuer (P). The evader and the pursuer's dynamics are expressed as first order differential equations with time constants E τ and P τ , respectively.
The result of this effort is the augmented state space description of the interception system and the corresponding Differential Game Law Type 1 (DGL/1) [16] .
where
and y E a is the evader's current acceleration along the y direction (the direction perpendicular to the initial LOS). (2) . In addition, since DGL/1 is derived from the fusion of PE game theory and modern optimal control theory, the worst situation is already considered implicitly in this guidance law. As a result, DGL/1 is more robust than PN, which is solely derived from optimal control theory. Under relatively loose constraints [17] [18] , theoretically, DGL/1 can reduce the final miss to zero without the drawbacks of the saturation in the optimal feedback control solution. [10, [19] [20] , although theoretically DGL/1 should be "better than" them. For this reason, DGL/1's and its guidance laws are not used in existing antimissile products.
To improve DGL/1's performance, researchers consider compensating for the errors introduced by the slow convergence of y E a estimation. This resulted in DGL/C:
where Almost all researches about missile interception are based on the guidance laws introduced above, which we will call "traditional guidance laws". Over decades such laws and corresponding slightly extended versions have proved their efficiency either in theory and/or in practice.
Problems to Basic Missile Interception Strategies
Recently real battlefield situations pose new difficulties for missile defense systems, which makes traditional guidance laws inefficient. The problems lie mainly in two aspects: 1) The guidance law problems; and 2) Resource management problems.
Recent technological advances have greatly improved the maneuverability of both invading missiles and antimissiles. However, such improvements have benefited invading missiles more due to their lower starting point. The result is that now the antimissiles no longer have great (previously 10 times or more) maneuverability advantages over the invading missiles. Currently ratios are often less than 5:1, sometimes even less than 2:1. This will cause more severe problems with PN terminal guidance saturation and results in much larger miss distance. Similarly, DGL/1 and DGL/C will also have worse performance when interceptor missiles have only a marginal maneuverability advantage.
Invading missiles might have carefully selected timevarying intentional spiraling movements to interfere with antimissile's guidance law calculation and consume more fuel of the antimissile, compared to earlier cases in which spiraling movements were mainly unintentional, small, and caused by manufacturing inaccuracies. In such cases, such spiraling motion can not be ignored and guidance laws should carefully compensate for them.
Guidance laws such as PN, DGL/1 and DGL/C all assume that the missile speeds along the LOS direction are constant. This is not true any more for modern intelligent invading missiles. Modern intelligent invading missiles can control their flight velocities if necessary. As a result, the go t in laws are no longer fixed and have to be estimated and updated over the whole time horizon, which will increase uncertainty and computation.
The derivation of traditional guidance laws all assume that the separation theorem holds, which states that under noisy situations an optimal controller and optimal estimator designed separately are optimal jointly. However, this theorem is true only for linear quadratic Gaussian control problems with unbounded controls. While the linear quadratic assumption does not harm the law derivation too much, modern missile flight estimation and tracking include special complex clutters and the overall effect is not very close to Gaussian. The assumption about unbounded control is obviously not true, too. These facts force researchers to design the system according to partial separation theorem, which says the estimator can still be independently designed, but the controller should be designed based on estimator design. In addition, it should be noted that when combined with the controller, traditional 2D estimation approaches (such as 2D extended Kalman filters, particle filtering, etc.) often produce disappointing performance under new time-varying fast-maneuvering 3D invading missile situations. This cannot be tolerated as in old style invading missile interceptions.
In addition, when multiple antimissiles aim at the same invading missile, cooperative coordination and formation control will be a problem. If every antimissile applies exactly the same guidance law with the same parameters, the interception success probability might not be impressively improved, for a single mode of elusive maneuver from the invading missile would be efficient for escaping from all such antimissiles. How to adapt the guidance of cooperative antimissiles poses great difficulty for missile interception researchers.
Modern and future missile attack scenarios are often assumed to have multiple attack waves and in each wave there might be multiple invading missiles. Modern missile defense systems often require optimal resource management which can balance the tradeoff between success probability, safety zone boundaries (the safety margin), cost, etc.
In addition, the defense system should be able to adapt the missile engagement plan online efficiently. This involves tradeoff between computation, accuracy, response time, etc. The system should reconfigure the resource engagement at appropriate time and under appropriate situations. Due to the tradeoff, usually the engagement should not go to two extremes: 1) Re-plan every timestep (which will make the system consume too much computation resources and cause bad fast-response performance); or 2) Only plan at the start of the game (which might make the system difficult to deal with online new situations).
Moreover, the system should also provide the best guidance law(s) for the antimissiles engaged. The best laws for different antimissiles might be different from one another. This should be done according to the available information such as the invading missile type, invading missile position/velocity, antimissile type, antimissile fuel, what kind(s) of airborne radar(s) antimissile missile carries, etc.
Outline of This Paper
In this paper, we propose a multi-missile interception framework, which can deal with the problems discussed above. It integrates and advances recent studies on pursuitevasion game based guidance laws and game theoretic resource management. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will summarize the technical approach, which includes the solution of the guidance problem and resource management problem. Section 3 describes the experimental results and explanations. Section 4 provides conclusions for the paper.
TECHNICAL APPROACH OF MULTI-MISSILE INTERCEPTION SYSTEM

Framework of Our Multi-Missile Interception Framework
The framework of our multi-missile interception simulation system has the following fully coupled hierarchical major parts: 1) Signal Processing Level (to search, identify, tracking possible invading missiles based on the information provided by various sensors); and 2) Strategy Level (to generate the optimal and efficient engagement strategies and guidance strategies). 3) Execution Level (to generate specific control commands for antimissiles in the whole time horizon); 4) Interception Evaluation Model (to automatically evaluate executions of missile interception and determine whether new missiles need to be launched or the whole engagement plan should be recalculated); 5) Knowledge and Information Module (to store, provide, and automatically update the knowledge and rules about missile interception); 6) Human User Interface Module (to provide an easy-to-use graphic interface so that human commanders can conveniently choose scenarios from typical situations, modify default scenarios to model new situations, or construct completely new scenarios). In this paper, we mainly address the strategy level and execution level. It might be illustrative to note that Execution Level and Strategy Level correspond to the three classes (PN, DGL/1, and DGL/C) of new problems under modern missile interception situations-Guidance law problems and Resource management problems, respectively, although they are tightly coupled due to complexity of the system. In this paper, we focus on the strategy level and execution level.
The information flow under this framework is as follows. At this user interface module, human commander(s) determine the scenario that the whole system will simulate. After the scenario is set up, the missile interception system will process signals obtained via various sensors such as Electro-Optical (EO) sensors and Infrared (IR) sensors. The strategy level supervises both the overall resource management (antimissile engagement) and the individual interception strategies (guidance law). A Resource engagement algorithm will determine how many and which antimissiles will be launched for interception. Once the interception strategies are determined, each antimissile (also an agent) will calculate and execute the guidance law at the execution level. At each timestep, evaluation module will determine whether invading missiles are destroyed, whether the overall engagement should be modified, whether current evaluation results have "knowledge value" and should be deposited in knowledge module. Over the whole procedure, the knowledge module performs important aiding roles.
Strategy Level
Input to strategy level is the entities' agent information (such as types, speeds, accelerations, locations, ranges, heading directions, motion patterns, etc.), which is the output of the signal processing level. Outputs of strategy level include answers to 1) Which antimissile(s) are assigned to which invading missile? 2) Which antimissile applies which guidance laws? 3) Which initial parameters and reference biases (if necessary) should be fed to guidance laws?
The assignment algorithm will pursue optimality via multiple objective optimization theory. This is because usually there is more than one criterion stating whether an assignment is "good" or "bad". In addition, some of these criteria are contradictory. For example, success probability and cost are contradictory: to ensure higher interception success probability, an efficient approach is to launch more antimissiles against one invading missiles. However, the cost control requires launching as few as possible antimissiles. Another efficient approach is to launch a more advanced antimissile which has smaller time constant, higher acceleration bounds, faster maximum velocity, more complex airborne radars and computer chips, etc. However, every complexity adds the cost. Similarly, (1) a larger safety zone (or larger safety margin) and cost are contradictory; and (2) a more advanced guidance law (including the corresponding estimation strategy) and faster response time are contradictory.
One possible approach to coordinate so many contradictory criteria is to apply Pareto game theory [29, [43] [44] . A sufficient condition to obtain a Pareto solution is to take a convex linear combination of the different criteria. This is equivalent to the proven weighting average method, which assigns different weights to different criteria and takes the average so that the multi-objective optimization problem becomes a single objective optimization problem. Each set of weights corresponds to a different Pareto solution. If each criterion is linear in the decision variables, the assignment problem is reduced to a linear programming optimization problem [30] . However, it should be noted that a linear programming optimization algorithm might not converge, even for some small scale problems [30] if the criteria are not linear. Nonlinear programming should be used but computation might be prohibitive. This is the reason why for engagement problems people usually pursue a suboptimal solution instead of the optimal solution. We will apply proven suboptimal suggestions [31] [32] to simplify the optimization so that computation and optimality can be balanced.
In our system the weighting average method is as follows. It may be modified later and more considerations may be added. Choosing the weights greatly alters the payoff. Our system provides a combined approach in which both experiences from commanders and automatic learning/feedback adaptation results are applied. The details of machine learning can be found in [33] [34] [35] . Our system's combined approach is as follows. As a preliminary step each criterion should be normalized. For example, divide each criterion by its expected maximum value. The criteria generally have different physical meanings and unless they are normalized, it would be difficult to interpret the meaning of the weights. If they are normalized, then the weights can be interpreted as the percent contribution of the individual criteria to the total pay-off function.
1) Offline:
The system first obtains and deposits the weights via automatic learning based on collected training scenarios. 2) Pre-online: If the default weights do not satisfy human commander, the commander can modify them. The modifications will overwrite the suggested default values and serves as the initial weights of the system engagement criteria. 3) Pre-online: The commander decides whether "automatic adaptation" should be chosen. If yes, in the later missile interception procedure the initial weights might be automatically adjusted by the system according to feedbacks. Otherwise, the initial weights will be fixed all over the time horizon. 4) At each timestep, the system will evaluate the situation and decide whether a reconfiguration is necessary. If "automatic adaptation" is chosen, the system will automatically update the weights.
When there are imperfect information links between the antimissiles, each antimissile group (the antimissiles among which the communication links are not completely broken so that each group member knows the information about all other members in the same group) will apply the same engagement and reconfiguration strategy. In addition, the strategy level will also provide guidance law suggestion served as the initial guidance laws for antimissile agents. Note that antimissile agents might modify the law parameters by themselves according to real time information. The details of guidance law in our system will be explained in the next subsection (the execution level).
Execution Level
Inputs to execution level are engagement plan and guidance law suggestions. The execution level will translate them according to the specific guidance law to calculate specific commands for the next timestep. The commands will be applied to the antimissiles so that the whole battlefield evolves under noisy environments. If necessary, the execution level will modify the parameters of the guidance law.
The objective of the guidance law in our system is to try our best to solve the new problems in modern battlefield discussed in subsection 1.2.2 in an integrated mode. The guidance law integrates and advances recent researches including multi-player PE game [45] [46] , state space modeling with time-varying parameters [2] , acceleration estimation delay [36] , reachable sets [2, 36] , 3D/multimodel estimator [37] , bi-control (concord-tail control) [38] , airborne imaging information processing [39] , optimal cooperative biasing [40] , intentional spiraling [14] , etc. to a closed form guidance law. For simplification, we label the guidance law in our system as "DGL/M", which means it is a modification and integration of existing differential game based guidance laws. In addition, simulations prove the advantages of our integrated law in both perfect information situations and imperfect information situations.
Assumptions:
1) The terminal (end-game) trajectory can be linearized around LOS.
2) The time-varying speeds of the invading missile and antimissile are measured accurately enough so that they can be assumed to be known.
3) The minimum turn radius of invading missile and antimissile are known. 4) Invading missiles and antimissiles can be approximated by linear control dynamics. 5) The maneuvering dynamics of the antimissile can be approximated by canard and tail equations. 6) The invading missile has no information about the antimissiles, except the fact that there might be intercepting antimissiles thus it should have some maneuvers to elude the interceptors. 7) The antimissile has noisy measurements of the invading missile's relative position. 8) Invading missile might have intentional spiraling. 9) Antimissile might have airborne imaging radars so that the heading direction of invading missile might be available during the terminal period.
Note that 8) and 9) are optional. That is to say, although the guidance law will have terms corresponding to 8) and 9), such terms will be automatically zero or not be affected if 8) and/or 9) do not hold. Thus whether 8) or 9) exist does not affect the guidance law's expression and application. 
where S N R is the signal-to-noise ratio. Simulations show that this adjustment can efficiently improve performance of DGL/M even in highly noisy environments, which often cause big problems to existing complex guidance laws.
B
R is the kill radius of the antimissile. When the miss distance is within this range, the invading missile will be killed by the antimissile with probability 1.
( ( , ) )
where Δ t: the time delay between the time when the of invading missile changes its maneuver command and the time when such change is detected by the antimissile. 
For simplification and clarity, we do not repeat the extensive mathematical derivations of this law (For details, see [2, 14, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] ). Instead, we choose to briefly clarify physical meanings of the main items in the law so that it is more illustrative. If necessary, we will compare them with the corresponding earlier guidance laws.
a)
new Z E M : the predicted zero effort miss distance in this law. As we can see, it is constructed by augmenting/compensating DGL/C. b) , α β : the weight factors for antimissile's concord and tail controls, respectively. According to researches in missile flight control [38] , most of the time canard control is better than tail control. However, for antimissiles when the distance between the antimissile and the invading missile is short, concord control is very easy to saturate. At this time to add a tail control can improve the performance. : the ZEM caused by the spiraling of the invading missile. If no such compensating term (such as PN, DGL/1, DGL/C), the guidance law will force the antimissile to weave thus causing a great deal of trajectory dispersion, causing both fuel wasting and final large miss distance. This is because such guidance laws think the maneuver is non-rotating and will continue in current direction thus lead the antimissile in the wrong way. By compensating the guidance law with Z ω Δ , such problems can be avoided.
Under noisy environments, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 , , , , , , x x x x x x x in the law should be replaced by the corresponding estimates. Note that when the antimissile has airborne imaging equipment, the estimation of 4 ( ) x t can be modified by imaging fusion (by identifying the heading direction of the invading missile). The estimation of the state variables will be performed by the 3D estimator introduced in [37] and the Δ t will be estimated by the multi-model adaptive estimator investigated in [42] . Note the complex coordinate transformation (between rotation coordinate system and xyz perpendicular coordinate system) in the 3D estimator.
The simulations in the next subsection show the efficiency of the modified guidance law (DGL/M) via comparison with the popular PN, DGL/1 and DGL/C under different situations.
SIMULATIONS
To illustrate the advantage of the new guidance law DGL/M, over existing guidance laws, we implemented the three most popular guidance laws (PN, DGL/1, and DGL/C) in practical applications. We have compared them under different situations (perfect/imperfect information). For each kind of comparison we ran 100 times and took the average. Each time there are three invading missiles at the same time, and we might have 3, 5, or 10 antimissiles available. The results show that in most cases the new guidance law has smaller final miss distances, higher interception success probability, and smoother flight path (so that less control energy is necessary). Since the complexity of the new guidance law (plus the complex 3D/multi-model estimation), the computation time of the new guidance law is larger. However, as we have simulated, such computation time is still largely acceptable under certain conditions. We used 3G CPU/1G Memory computer operated by Windows XP.
The comparison of the four guidance laws in perfect information hit-to-kill scenario is as follows. There are three invading missiles and three antimissiles. In this scenario we set the bombing range of the antimissiles as 0.2 feet so that we can simulate situations in which "hit-to-kill" is required.
Another reason why we set the bombing range so small is that in perfect information situation the miss distances of all four guidance laws are very small and if we set the bombing range large the interception success probability will not have any difference (all will be 1 or nearly 1). The comparison of the four guidance laws in imperfect information scenario is as follows. There are three invading missiles and five antimissiles thus there exist cooperative interception against the same invading missile. A comparison of the interception procedures of different interception strategies is as follows (Fig. 3) . Plotted curves are the time varying interception miss distances. We can see that our DGL/M interception strategy is smoother than other strategies. This will help to avoid wasting fuels and unnecessary formation/reconfiguration calculations. The simplest and oldest PN strategy has the second smoothest path. Compared to PN, DGL/1 and DGL/C have larger derivations during procedure, although theoretically they are considered as superior to PN. This is because the estimation errors in the additional compensating terms in DGL/1 and DGL/C overwhelmed the benefits from the compensating terms. Among DGL/1 and DGL/C, DGL/C is slightly better than DGL/C because it provides the estimation delay factor to partly compensate for the estimation errors. Conceptually, DGL/M is more successful because it has more carefully constructed factors for estimation error compensating. The computation time comparison is as follows. DGL/M requires more computation but it is still at around 0.1 second level. We will continue to refine DGL/M algorithm so that the computation is more efficient (in seconds, including estimation). 
